Component Overview
™

This section describes the components introduced in this
expansion. All component types included in the base game
are not described in this section, and function as described
in the base game’s rulebook.

Entrance Cards
™

These cards replace the entrance sheet
from the base game and offer players new
options and locations to visit.

White Die
What might have happened had I not
confronted this evil? Truly, fortune
smiles upon me. Yet each time I face
such beasts and witness such horrors, I
wonder: what if the subtle forces forging
my path are not a blessing, but rather a
curse? Perhaps the unseen hands shaping my
fate seek only to push me toward oblivion.

This die is added to a player’s dice pool if his
investigator is blessed.

Expansion Overview

These double-sided cards represent either
a favorable blessing or a terrible curse.

Powerful new Ancient Ones have awoken, bringing with them
dangerous monsters and terrifying new mysteries. In these
dark times, investigators seek out new allies, spells, items,
and blessings from mysterious powers. They must be careful
dabbling in the unknown, however, for a terrible curse lurks in
the darkness, waiting to drive them to their doom!

Component List
•
•
•
•

•

•

This Rulesheet
1 White Die
1 Black Die
66 Tarot-size Cards, consisting of:
–– 4 Ancient One Cards
–– 8 Investigator Cards
–– 40 Adventure Cards
–– 2 Other World Cards
–– 4 Entrance Cards
–– 8 Replacement Cards
76 Small Cards, consisting of:
–– 8 Blessed/Cursed Cards
–– 12 Common Item Cards
–– 12 Unique Item Cards
–– 12 Spell Cards
–– 3 Ally Cards
–– 20 Mythos Cards
–– 9 Master Mythos Cards
44 Cardboard Tokens and Markers, consisting of:
–– 8 Investigator Markers
–– 7 Sanity Tokens
–– 7 Stamina Tokens
–– 6 Doom Tokens
–– 12 Monster Markers
–– 1 Mask Monster Marker
–– 3 Children of Abhoth Monster Markers

Black Die
This die is added to a player’s dice pool if his
investigator is cursed.

Blessed/Cursed Cards
When a player becomes blessed or cursed, he
receives this card and places it in his play area
with the appropriate side faceup (see pages 2-3).

Master Mythos Cards
These optional Mythos cards present greater
challenges to experienced players. They are
distinguished from regular Mythos cards by
their red border.

Children of Abhoth
Monster Markers
Children of Abhoth monster
markers represent special monsters
that are only used when Abhoth is
the Ancient One.

Unseen Forces Expansion Icon
Each component in this expansion
is marked with the Unseen Forces
expansion icon to distinguish these
components from the base game
components.
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Using This Expansion

New Rules

This section describes how to incorporate the Unseen
Forces components into the Elder Sign base game. Unless
otherwise instructed, use all Unseen Forces components
when playing with this expansion.

This section describes new rules for this expansion in detail.

Replacement Cards
In this expansion, there are four Other World cards, one
Adventure card, and three Investigator cards that replace
cards from the base game with the same name as follows:

Entrance Cards
The entrance sheet is not used when playing this
expansion. Instead, place the four Entrance cards faceup
near the clock during setup. Each player then places his
investigator marker on the “Souvenir Shop” Entrance card.

•
•

Adventure Card: “The Elder Sign”
Other World Cards: “Great Hall of Celeano,” “The Abyss,”
“Plateau of Leng,” and “City of the Great Race”

During an investigator’s Movement phase, he may either
remain on his current card or move to any other Adventure
card, Entrance card, or Other World card in the play
area. When a player successfully resolves an adventure,
he returns all investigator markers on that card to the
“Souvenir Shop” Entrance card.

•

Investigator Cards: “Carolyn Fern,” “Vincent Lee,” and
“Mandy Thompson”

If an investigator is on an Entrance card during his
Resolution phase, he must resolve the card’s ability.

Remove these cards from the base game and replace them
with the cards from this expansion. Players who own the
Revised Edition of Elder Sign already have the correct
version of the Investigator cards listed above.

Expansion Setup
Prior to game setup, follow the steps listed below:
1. New Investigators: Add the Unseen Forces Investigator
cards to the Investigator deck.
2. New Ancient One Cards: Add the new Ancient One
cards to the Ancient One deck.
3. New Adventure and Other World Cards: Shuffle these
cards into their respective decks.
4. Blessed/Cursed Cards: Place these cards in a pile
within reach of all players.
5. New Common Item, Unique Item, Spell, and Ally Cards:
Shuffle these cards into their respective decks.
6. New Mythos Cards: Return the Master Mythos cards
to the game box unless using the “Master Mythos Card
Option” (see page 4). Then, shuffle all new Mythos cards
into the Mythos deck.
7. New Monster Markers: Return all Child of Abhoth and
mask monster markers to the game box. Then, add the
new monster markers to the monster cup along with the
monster markers from the base game.
The Children of Abhoth and mask monster markers are
only used when specified by the Ancient One card. Children
of Abhoth monster markers are placed in a stockpile next to
the Abhoth Ancient One card (and not in the monster cup).

If a card or ability refers to “the entrance,” it affects all
Entrance cards. For example, if an investigator must move to
“the entrance,” he moves to the Entrance card of his choice.

Closed Entrance Cards
Certain game effects can result in an Entrance card becoming
closed. When this occurs, flip the specified Entrance card
facedown. While an Entrance card is closed, investigators can
still move to that card, but they cannot use the card’s ability.

Blessed and Cursed
During the game, investigators can become blessed or cursed
by certain game effects such as rewards and penalties,
“The Chapel” Entrance card, or as a task requirement. This
section describes these conditions in detail.

Blessed
When an investigator becomes blessed, he receives a
Blessed card. While an investigator is blessed, he adds the
white die to his dice pool at the start of each adventure he
attempts (including Other World adventures).
The white die has the same faces as a green die
and functions like any other die used during an
adventure. For example, it may be assigned to
tasks, rerolled, focused, discarded, or targeted
by card effects (such as spells).
Once added to the dice pool, the white die stays in the
pool until the investigator either uses it to complete a task,
discards it after a failed roll, or ends his turn.
Each investigator can have only one Blessed card at a time. If a
blessed investigator becomes blessed again, he chooses one of
the following effects instead of receiving another Blessed card:

•
•
•
•

Gain one clue token.
Draw one card from the Common Item deck.
Draw one card from the Unique Item deck.
Draw one card from the Spell deck.

Discarding a Blessed Card
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A blessed investigator discards his Blessed card when he
fails an adventure (including an Other World adventure), or
when the Ancient One awakens. When a blessed investigator

becomes cursed, he discards his Blessed card but does not
receive a Cursed card (see “Cursed” on page 3).

Cursed

Cursed Example

When an investigator becomes cursed, he receives a
Cursed card. While an investigator is cursed, he must add
the black die to his dice pool at the start of each adventure
he attempts (including Other World adventures).
The black die has the same faces as a green die.
However, this die does not function like any other
die used during an adventure. The black die cannot
be assigned to tasks or discarded normally.
After each roll (and after all rerolls, abilities, or terror
effects have been resolved), if the investigator’s black
die result matches the result of any other die in his dice
pool, he discards the black die and the matching die from
his dice pool. If more than one die matches the black die
result, the investigator chooses one matching die to discard
with the black die.
The black die stays in the investigator’s dice pool until
it matches the result of another die and is discarded, or
the investigator ends his turn. The black die cannot be
discarded as the result of a failed roll, does not trigger
terror effects, and cannot be affected by item and spell
cards, investigator abilities, or clue tokens. For example, it
cannot be secured by a Spell card, and its result cannot be
changed by Marie Lambeau’s ability.

In the previous round, Rita Young was cursed by
a Mythos card and is now attempting to resolve
the task above. To aid her in this adventure, she
used a common item to add the yellow die to her
dice pool. Then, because she is cursed, she adds
the black die to her dice pool. Next, she rolls the
dice, and obtains the following results:
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Each investigator can have only one Cursed card at a
time. If a cursed investigator becomes cursed again, he is
devoured instead of receiving another Cursed card.

The black die shows
three investigation which
matches the yellow die and one
of the green dice. The player chooses the matching
green die to discard from her dice pool along
with the black die (1). Then, because she cannot
complete either of the tasks, she discards
another green die from her dice pool (2).

Discarding a Cursed Card

Rita now has only five dice with which to
complete the tasks.

A cursed investigator discards his Cursed card when he
successfully resolves an adventure (including an Other
World adventure), or when the Ancient One awakens. When
a cursed investigator becomes blessed, he discards his
Cursed card but does not receive a Blessed card

Cursed and Blessed Mid-Turn
If an investigator becomes cursed or blessed in the middle
of resolving an adventure, he must add the appropriate die
to his dice pool the next time he rolls his dice pool.
If an investigator becomes cursed in the middle of
resolving an adventure, he does not discard his Cursed
card after successfully resolving that adventure. He must
successfully resolve another adventure in order to discard
the Cursed card.
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Mythos Insight Icon
Investigators now have a modicum of insight into the Mythos
that allows them to, in a few cases at least, choose their fate.
Some new Mythos cards show the insight icon.
These cards allow the players to choose the
card’s effect. When players draw one of these The insight icon.
cards, they must, as a group, choose either
the option on the top half of the card or the option on
the bottom half of the card. Immediately after the players
choose, the chosen option takes effect. If the group cannot
reach a decision, the player who took the last turn before
midnight struck decides.

If a player loses his Blessed or Cursed card in the middle of
resolving an adventure, he does not remove the appropriate
die from his pool until he rolls his dice pool again.

The players cannot choose an option that has no effect. For
example, if one of the options requires players to discard
an Other World card from play and none are in play, the
players must choose the other option on that Mythos card.

While the white die is assigned to a task, it is no longer a
part of a player’s dice pool. If a player loses his Blessed
card while the white die is assigned to a task, he discards
his Blessed card, but the white die is not removed from the
task and still counts toward completing that task.

Entry Keyword

If the white die is secured on a Spell and the player who
secured the white die loses his Blessed card, he must
remove the white die and discard that Spell card.

Some Adventure cards in this expansion feature the Entry
keyword. Immediately after an investigator moves to one
of these cards, resolve its entry effect. If an investigator
fails the adventure and stays there on his next turn,
do not resolve the entry effect again. However, if a
different investigator moves to the adventure, resolve
the entry effect again for that investigator.
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New Task Symbols

Children of Abhoth Monsters

There are two new task symbols that appear on Adventure
cards, Other World cards, and monster markers. These
symbols have the following effects:

When a game effect states that “a Child of Abhoth
appears,” the player randomly draws one Child of Abhoth
monster marker from the stockpile and places the marker
on a monster task. If there are no monster tasks available,
the player chooses any Adventure or Other World card
and places the marker below the bottom task of the card
(following the normal rules for placement).

Cursed: After all die result requirements for
this task have been met, the player becomes
cursed.
Doom: After all die result requirements for
this task have been met, the player adds one
doom token to the doom track on the Ancient
One card.

New Rewards & Penalties
There are four new icons that appear on Adventure and
Other World cards. When resolving rewards or penalties,
the current player resolves the following effects for each
icon that appears on the card:
Blessed: Become blessed (see page 2).
Cursed: Become cursed (see page 3).
Reprieve: Remove one doom token from the
Ancient One’s doom track.
Clock: Advance the clock once.

Monster Order Arrow
The “Wizard Whateley” monster marker in this
expansion features the monster order arrow.
A monster marker with this arrow is placed on
a monster task as normal. However, once it is
placed, the tasks on the Adventure card must
now be completed in order from top to bottom, The monster
even if the monster marker is placed below the order arrow.
bottom task of the card.
This arrow functions the same as task order arrows
described in the base game rulebook. If a card or ability
refers to task order arrows, it also affects monster order
arrows. For example, Mark Harrigan’s investigator ability
applies to both task order arrows and monster order arrows.

If a game effect forces a Child of Abhoth monster to
“return to the monster cup,” instead place the Child of
Abhoth monster marker facedown in the stockpile next to
the “Abhoth” Ancient One card. Then, shuffle the stockpile.

Master Mythos
C ard Option
Experienced players can add these
cards to the Mythos deck for a greater
challenge. If all players agree to use this
option, shuffle all Master Mythos cards into
the Mythos deck before game setup.
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Monster Order Arrow Example
The players have drawn the “Wizard Whateley”
monster marker which includes a monster order
arrow. There is no monster task available to
place the monster marker on, so the players
decide to place it below the bottom task on the
“In the Stacks” Adventure card (1).
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The tasks on this
card must now
be completed in
order from top to
bottom, beginning
with the top task
and ending with
the monster task.
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